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A Cosmopolitan Ethos within a Global Law Curriculum:
Comparative Law as its Promoter
Antonios Emmanuel Platsas, University of Derby, UK
Abstract: In this paper the author will commence his analysis by exposing the apparent absence of a
global law curriculum for law students. He will attempt to highlight the fact that lawyers around the
world tend to engage themselves with national law material, when our world environment asks for a
legal education of a more ecumenical character. Accordingly, the paper acts on the assumption that
national law curricula tend to operate on the basis of predisposed agendas. Therefore, we, in the dis-
cipline of law, find ourselves in a clearly paradoxical situation, a situation which conflicts not only
the epistemological unity of other disciplines but also the very process of globalisation. As the leading
law comparatists Zweigert and Kötz have argued some time ago ‘[t]here is no such thing as “German”
physics or “British” microbiology or “Canadian” geology’. But we in the discipline of law find
ourselves teaching national law curricula which are the by-product of nationalisms and historical
accidents. It is believed that there has to be re-alignment of the law curriculum by re-enforcing the
international and comparative law elements and by reducing the national law elements thereof. In
other words, we must push for a law curriculum which truly reflects a global studies state of affairs,
a global law curriculum. We need to re-address the matter by promoting a law curriculum which will
promote a more cosmopolitan legal ethos, a better understanding of universal truths such as legal
axioms, principles and ideas which are appealing and comprehensible to legal scientists from all over
the world. The analysis will conclude that the subject of comparative law acts as the driving force for
a more internationalised legal education and that such a type of education is something that has to be
sought in the modern academic world.
Keywords: Cosmopolitan Legal Ethos, Global Law Curriculum, Comparative Law, Globalisation,
Legal Education of Ecumenical Character
Introduction
WEACADEMICSCHANGE the world.Wemust change the world. Our purposeis simple: Whilst some make others see shadows on the wall, our purpose is tomake others see the fire; that eternal fire of the intellect which will always burn.
If others hear mere echoes, we must listen to the voices; the voices that lead us
to change.
The author of this paper would like to see this change reaching what one might perceive
as the most conservative of all the theoretical disciplines, the discipline of law. He will argue
that the now leading1 subject of comparative law offers this. A more cosmopolitan ethos in
the study of law is the question here. Whilst many would argue that ‘law is a culturally
defined subject’, one has it in good authority that the law fundamentals around the world
are uniquely similar. The love for man (humanism), the fact that our analysis tends to be
1 Twining argues that ‘[a]s legal academics we are in an important sense all comparatists now’. See W Twining,
‘A Cosmopolitan Discipline? Some Implications of ‘Globalisation’ for Legal Education’ (2001) 1 JCLLE 27.
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anthropocentric, even if in certain systems onemight consider this as theocentric, the respect
for the individual, the respect for society, the protection of the weak and the innocent, the
fact that law is an enabling machinery rather than a mechanism of oppression are all ideals
to which most of us would subscribe and very few around the world would object.
General Considerations
The old echoes in the lawyer’s mind are still pushing our agenda back. We lawyers have
been told that the laws of the system in which we operate are the result of the spirit of the
people (Volksgeist) or that the esprit de lois is the product and/or the historical by-product
of a people or indeed a local society.2 This is what we have been told:
‘Les lois…de chaque nation…doivent être tellement propres au peuple pour lequel elles
sont faites, que c’est un grand hazard si celles d’ une nation peuvent convenir à une
autre’ 3
Such a thesis is perceived as parochial nowadays, for it assumes that societies tend to be in-
trovert, static and closed. Accordingly, we in the law school find ourselves in a position of
harbouring a surprising deficit: ‘From Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau to Hegel, and to some
degree also to Marx, and in the twentieth century from Kelsen and Hart to John Rawls, up
through Dworkin and Habermas, the prominent texts deal almost exclusively with the jur-
idical order of a single state’.4 This is clearly antithetical to what is the case nowadays:
‘Every culture, including legal culture, is an open and dynamic, not a closed and static entity’5.
That is not to say that the nation state will fall. The state always played a great role in the
way national laws and curricula were drafted. But our old legal thesis that law is a culturally
defined artefact and that it has little to do with voices outside of the national sphere is also
flawed by reason of the fact that such an approach neglects the epistemological unity of the
disciplines.6 Accordingly, if ‘[t]here is no such thing as “German” physics or “British” mi-
crobiology or “Canadian” geology’7, one questions the divergence of national laws around
the world, especially in areas which have little to do with nationally sensitive issues and by
extension one questions the even greater of national law curricula.
2 DF Vagts, ‘The Impact of Globalization on Legal Education’ in J Drollshammer and M Pfeifer (eds), The Inter-
nationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Boston/New York 2001) 31-32.
3 [The…laws of each nation…should be so peculiar to the people to which they are made that it is a great coin-
cidence, if those of one nation can suit another [nation]]. Charles de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu, The
Spirit of Laws [1748], Book 1, Ch. 3 inMJ Adler (ed),Great Books of theWesternWorld (2nd edn The University
of Chicago/ Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc, Chicago 1990) 3. Trans. here by V Grosswald Curran, ‘Cultural
Immersion, Difference and Categories in U.S. Comparative Law’ (1998) 46 AJCL fn at 43.
4 O Höffe (trans. by A Newton), Kant’s Comsopolitan Theory of Law and Peace (Cambridge University Press,
New York 2006) 13.
5 M van Hoecke, ‘The Harmonisation of Private Law in Europe: Some Misunderstandings’ in M van Hoecke and
F Ost (eds), The Harmonisation of European Private Law (Hart Publishing, Oxford/Portland, Oregon 2000) 5.
6 E.g. L von Bertalanffy, ‘An Outline of General System Theory’ (1950) 1(2) British Journal or the Philosophy of
Science 134, 134-165; P Oppenheim and H Putnam, ‘Unity of Science as aWorking Hypothesis’ (1958) 2Minnesota
Studies in the Philosophy of Science 3-36 as reprinted in R Boyd, P Gasper and JD Trout, The Philosophy of Science
(MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass./London 1991) 405-427. Cf. J Fodor, ‘Disunity of Science as Working Hypothesis’
in (1974) 28 Synthese 77, reprinted as ‘Special Sciences’ in Boyd, et al., op. cit. 429-441 and more recently, J
Fodor, ‘Special Sciences: Still Autonomous After All These Years? (1997) 11 Philosophical Perspectives 149-163.
7 K Zweigert and H Kötz, An Introduction to Comparative Law (3rd edn OUP, Oxford 1998) 15.
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Isolated, captivated, remote. This is the author’s understanding of the modern legal science
in the various jurisdictions around the world. This is where the otherwise interesting theories
of Volksgeist and the esprit des lois led our discipline. The modern law school preserves
much of its traditional structures and expectations and the picture is somewhat disheartening8.
Law to a great degree remains a parochial subject.9 ‘[Our law students] tell us in too many
studies that, whatever we may think we are teaching, they experience a loss of creativity and
personality when they study law’10. Nonetheless, the omens are positive. Things seem to
slowly change. Take for instance the fact that in Europe, lawyers are constantly nowadays
reminded that the judicial powerhouses of the Continent stand outside of their national legal
orders. Indeed, the European Court of Justice and the European Court of Human Rights
directly affect and bind national legal systems in Europe. So too legal education in Europe
has had to change:
‘A student from the University of Leuven, who follows one year of his law studies in
Dublin in the frame of an Erasmus exchange, may obtain his Belgian law degree without
having learned anything about, e.g., Belgian labour law and/or company law, but with
a sound knowledge of Irish labour law and/or Irish company law’.11
As a result, the exchange student programmes that exist in Europe (Erasmus, Socrates and
Tempus schemes) provide a priceless opportunity for law students to promote their under-
standing of foreign law and legal systems.12 It has been argued that these programmes will
be beneficial for future practitioners also in that these schemes maymake the students engage
with foreign socio-legal realities and help them with overcoming barriers between legal
systems, peoples, cultures and societies.13
Irrespective, one cannot escape the fact that the studying of law is nowadays a generally
semi-provincial exercise. Thus, even if things have improved since von Jhering once famously
said that ‘legal science had deteriorated into a provincial study’14, results are far from ideal.
We have then to ask ourselves what is our ‘picture of the world’15 in the modern law school?
Does our picture of the world stop where our national borders stop, does it go slightly farther
than that or should it go much farther than that? Is our picture of the world one that presents
law students ‘spoon-fed’ with black-letter law or one that presents our students as active
8 E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 71.
9 E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 76.
10 P Maharg, Transforming Legal Education (Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot 2007) 5 quoting JR Elkins, ‘Rites de
passage: law students ‘telling their lives’’ (1985) 3(1) JLegEd 27-55, P Goodrich, ‘Of Blackstone’s Tower: metaphors
of Distance and Histories of the English Law School’ in P Birks (ed),What are Law Schools For? Vol 2: Pressing
Problems in the Law (OUP, Oxford 1996), S Turow, One L (Warner Books, New York 1997) and L Krieger, ‘In-
stitutional denial about the dark side of law school, and fresh empirical guidance for constructively breaking the
silence’ (2002) JLegEd 112-129.
11 M van Hoecke, ‘The Harmonisation of Private Law in Europe: Some Misunderstandings’ in M van Hoecke
and F. Ost (eds), The Harmonisation of European Private Law (Hart Publishing, Oxford/Portland, Oregon 2000)
8.
12 E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 67.
13 Ibid.
14 The quote is from JM Smits, ‘The Europeanisation of National Legal Systems: Some Consequences for Legal
Thinking in Civil Law Countries’ in Mark Van Hoecke (ed), Epistemology and Methodology of Comparative Law
(Hart Publishing, Oxford and Portland Oregon 2004) 236.
15 M Heidegger, ‘The Age of the World Picture’ (1938) as reproduced in G Delanty and P Strydom (eds), Philo-
sophies of Social Science (Open University Press, Maidenhead 2003) 147-151.
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academic citizens having a type of thinking which is geared towards universal legal axioms,
principles and concepts?
Generally, we should be reminded at this point that there are two types of law subjects:
law subjects which a student of law has to learn and law subjects which a student has to
learn and make this student think. Maybe good lawyers are the ones who know their subject
matter; let us say lawyers who have learnt the substantive subjects which are to be learnt.
Nonetheless, it could be argued that better ones are the ones who are actually aware of
principles, axioms and legal ideals before they embark on learning the substantive matter.
But one must not be too optimistic. In other words, the understanding here is that our
‘European lawyers’ or our ‘global lawyers’ are not experts ‘to practice anywhere in the
world’16. Rather the idea here is that our lawyers of the kind would be able to ‘deal completely
with certain…problem[s] or transaction[s] anywhere (or in Europe)’17. Effectively, these
will be lawyers that will be able to find their way through in the ocean of world law. This
type of lawyer will be able to deal with the information density of our times.18 Equally, it
is the author’s understanding that the legal profession on its own in the various jurisdictions
around the world has to move towards a more pro-active approach, if one would like to see
the harmonisation of legal systems19 and by extension the harmonisation of legal educational
regimes.
A Cosmopolitan Legal Ethos
Our students will have to be exposed to a more cosmopolitan legal ethos, an ethos that
transcends their thinking and their perception of the law. The idea of cosmopolitanism was
born in Greece. Democritus anticipated globalisation by stating: ‘The entire world is open
to the wise man; the universe is the home of the good soul’20. Cicero believed that the idea
of being a ‘citizen of the world’ was first conceived by Socrates, when he once famously
declared that he was ‘not a citizen of Athens or indeed Greece but of the world’.21Alexander
the Great, a true citizen of the world, pursued this ideal to a certain level by perceiving the
world as an ecumene by trying to find the similar and the approximate amongst the peoples
he would conquer.
The idea of cosmopolitanism has not been fertile in the subject of law. Law was always
seen as a national toy. Nonetheless, Twining has argued that the discipline of law becomes
more cosmopolitan.22 As Twining suggested by quoting Harvey:
16 W Twining, ‘A Cosmopolitan Discipline? Some Implications of ‘Globalisation’ for Legal Education’ (2001) 1
JCLLE 21.
17 Ibid.
18 DJ Gerber, ‘Globalisation and Legal Education: Implications for Comparative Law’ (2000-2001) 75 TLR 949,
953.
19 DF Vagts, ‘The Impact of Globalization on Legal Education’ in J Drollshammer and M Pfeifer (eds), The Inter-
nationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Boston/New York 2001) 41.
20The quote is taken fromOHöffe (trans. by ANewton),Kant’s Comsopolitan Theory of Law and Peace (Cambridge
University Press, New York 2006) 25.
21 P Maharg, Transforming Legal Education (Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot 2007) ix.
22 W Twining, ‘A Cosmopolitan Discipline? Some Implications of ‘Globalisation’ for Legal Education’ (2001) 1
JCLLE 13.
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‘‘Cosmopolitan’ expresses a suitable ambivalence: on the one hand, it suggests breadth
of vision, tolerance, sophistication - the opposite of parochial; on the other hand, a
cosmopolite is someone who lacks roots, depth, commitment, or national attachments,
perhaps the opposite of loyal’23
One agrees with Twining, for our cosmopolitanism is embracing and purposefully ambivalent.
Nonetheless, this idea of cosmopolitanism should not act as a vehicle promoting a limitless
type of globalisation. Rather the idea here is that our future will promote a new form of social
justice which will go beyond boundaries and nationalities.24 Our perception of cosmopolit-
anism is that this idea liberates; it enables or, as Mignolo put it ‘is a set of projects towards
planetary conviviality’25. It is only expected that this type of conviviality will foster a new
type of a global legal dialogue, something that we in the discipline of law have lost quite
some time ago due to the national ideological walls that have been raised through historical
accidents and nationalisms.
The Current Law Curriculum – English Approach
The author will concentrate on his empirical understanding of the current legal education
model in the UK. In particular, the author will argue the current core structure of the English
Law Curriculum, as this is prescribed by the Solicitors Regulation Authority. The approach
taken is a legalistic one. In fact, the 1999 Joint Statement issued by the Law Society and the
General Council of the Bar goes as far as stating that there are six areas which are considered
‘Foundations of Legal Knowledge’26 (Public Law, Law of the European Union, Criminal
Law, the Law of Obligations, Property Law and Equity). The approach is certainly an inter-
esting one but not aligned to the call of our times for a more international approach in the
teaching of law. With the exception of the Law of the European Union, the rest of the com-
pulsory law curriculum in England and Wales tends to be nation-orientated. It is then left to
the law schools of England andWales to offer law electives which offer a more international
approach in the understanding of law. But even then, the UK LLB has been accused of re-
legating ethical inquiry to vocational courses only.27
By reason of the above there is little doubt that the English law school and indeed the
majority of law schools in the Western societies are found in what Twining has described
as a ‘triple bind’, i.e. the fact that law schools pursue an agenda which dictates to them that
they have to be full members of the community of higher learning; that they be relatively
23 WTwining, ‘A Cosmopolitan Discipline? Some Implications of ‘Globalisation’ for Legal Education’ (2001)
1 JCLLE 14 quoting D Harvey, 'Cosmopolitanism and the Banality of Geographical Evils' (2000) 12 Public
Culture 529.
24 B de Sousa and CA Rodríguez-Garavito, ‘Law, politics, and the subaltern in counter-hegemonic globalization’
in B de Sousa and CA Rodríguez-Garavito (eds), Law and Globalization from Below: Towards a Cosmopolitan
Legality (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge 2005) 13.
25WMignolo, ‘TheMany Faces of Cosmo-Polis: Border Thinking and Critical Cosmopolitanism’ in C Breckeridge,
S Pollock, H Bhabha and D Chakrabarty (eds), Cosmopolitanism (Duke University Press, Durham 2002) 157 as
quoted in B de Sousa and CA Rodríguez-Garavito, op. cit., n 24.
26 Joint Statement issued by the Law Society and the General Council of the Bar on the Completion of the Initial
or Academic Stage of Training by Obtaining an Undergraduate Degree (1999) 6. The same approach is largely
followed in themore recent Legal Education Authority’s paperCompleting the academic stage of training: Guidance
for providers of recognised law programmes (26 February 2008) 5.
27 P Maharg, Transforming Legal Education (Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot 2007) 4.
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detached censors of the law in society and that they have to be institutions which cater for
the legal provision.28Obviously, far from acting in academic freedom, the modern law school
will have to consider anew its strategies, purposes and aims. Our sword then to break this
unfortunate (to a great degree) ‘triple bind’ might be the re-alignment of our approach towards
a more conceptual and indeed a more ‘globalised’ approach in the teaching of our subject.
We should then stop ‘teach[ing] our students to think as lawyers’;29 rather we should make
them learn to think as active academic citizens in a fashion that is not only corresponding
to the calls of cosmopolitanism but also in a fashion which comes in agreement with the lost
unity of our episteme, law.
A Global Law Curriculum – Proposed Approach
‘A thought experiment: if you were to design a completely new law school, what would
it look like? How would you design the curriculum? How would staff teach? What
would students learn?’ 30
A world class legal education requires world law substantive material. Could we have a
world-class type of legal education when our legal material would be taught under an over-
whelmingly national law curriculum? In other words, we require a global law curriculum
because it is believed that such a curriculum would promote what is called herein a more
cosmopolitan legal ethos. A cosmopolitan legal ethos requires transnational and international
legal modules. It requires –above all– a comparative law education.
Figure 1
A revamped law curriculum with global educational aspirations must be one followed by a
systematic approach. If there is a certain degree of systematisation in national law curricula,
there should be a certain degree of systematisation in the global law curriculum. The idea
here is one of ‘systematic structuralism’31. Rather than having certain jurisdictions around
the world which have a more internationalised law curriculum than others do, it would be
more beneficial to the legal science as a whole to have co-ordinated efforts. In other words,
as systematic structuralism suggests, our global educational policy should be one which is
perceived as ‘a conscious, systematic way of pursuing some known purpose’32, our purpose
being a more globalised curriculum. ‘Global’ here would mean something affecting the
28 W Twining, ‘The Benson Report and legal education: a personal view in PA Thomas (ed), Law in the Balance:
Legal Services in the 1980s (Robertson, Oxford 1982) 2, as quoted in A Boon and J Levin, The Ethics and Conduct
of Lawyers in England and Wales (Hart Publishing, Oxford 1999) 154.
29 P Maharg, Transforming Legal Education (Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot 2007) 272.
30 P Maharg, Transforming Legal Education (Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot 2007) ix.
31 HK Colebatch, Policy (3rd edn Open University Press, Maidenhead 2009) 81.
32 Ibid.
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whole wide world,33 in our case the whole wide world of legal education, irrespective of
whether or not a limited number of law schools would subscribe to a global law curriculum
initially. But would this materialise in practical terms? The understanding is that a degree
of commonality should be the case, when it comes to the global law element. So one would
have to agree to having such modules as international private law34, international public
law35, legal ethnology36, legal sociology37, legal history38 and comparative law as key in-
gredients of a reformed law curriculum. The national law element can be exclusively influ-
enced by domestic law societies, the law schools themselves and indeed the expectations of
a society. However, our students will have to be directly exposed to foreign laws. Common
law students would benefit from studying civil law systems and civil law students would
benefit from studying common law systems.39
Our approach for a global law curriculum should be a cautious and a balanced one. Maybe
it is yet too early for us to claim that the old-fashioned ‘nationally-oriented’ curriculum
should be replaced altogether by a more ‘internationally-oriented’ curriculum.40 Even a
universalist such as Kant might reject that sort of legal educational universalism by advocating
a more moderate form of principle universalism.41 In other words, it might be preferable
initially that our approach amalgamates national law elements and global law elements (see
figure 1 above). In relation to the national law elements, as stated, it would be for the various
states, universities and indeed law schools to choose what these should be. In any case, our
approach has to be one which would eventually lead to a ‘systematic and principled under-
standing of law’42, whereas one should –at the same time– state that the national law cur-
riculum should come in favour of what Legrand has perceived as an appreciation of differ-
ence.43
33 W Twining, ‘A Cosmopolitan Discipline? Some Implications of ‘Globalisation’ for Legal Education’ (2001) 1
JCLLE 15.
34On the relationship of comparative lawwith private international law see K Zweigert and HKötz, An Introduction
to Comparative Law (3rd edn OUP, Oxford 1998) 6-7 and P de Cruz, Comparative Law in a Changing World (3rd
edn Routledge-Cavendish, Abingdon 2007) 9.
35On the relationship of comparative lawwith public international law see K Zweigert and HKötz, An Introduction
to Comparative Law (3rd edn OUP, Oxford 1998) 7-8 and P de Cruz, Comparative Law in a Changing World (3rd
edn Routledge-Cavendish, Abingdon 2007) 9, 495-496.
36 On the relationship of comparative law with legal ethnology see K Zweigert and H Kötz, An Introduction to
Comparative Law (3rd edn OUP, Oxford 1998) 8-9 and P de Cruz, Comparative Law in a Changing World (3rd
edn Routledge-Cavendish, Abingdon 2007) 10.
37 On the relationship of comparative law with legal sociology see K Zweigert and H Kötz, An Introduction to
Comparative Law (3rd edn OUP, Oxford 1998) 10-12 and P de Cruz, Comparative Law in a Changing World (3rd
edn Routledge-Cavendish, Abingdon 2007) 10.
38 On the relationship of comparative law with legal history see K Zweigert and H Kötz, An Introduction to Com-
parative Law (3rd edn OUP, Oxford 1998) 6-7 and P de Cruz, Comparative Law in a Changing World (3rd edn
Routledge-Cavendish, Abingdon 2007) 9-10.
39 PLMurray and J Drollshammer, ‘The Education and Training of a New International Lawyer’ in J Drollshammer
and M Pfeifer (eds), The Internationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Boston/New York 2001)
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40 Cf. E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 71.
41 O Höffe (trans. by A Newton), Kant’s Comsopolitan Theory of Law and Peace (Cambridge University Press,
New York 2006) 25.
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What would the subjects or modules of the global law element be then? The suggestion
here is that such subjects as comparative law, international law, European law (as a paradigm)
should be included. The reason for this is that all these subjects present common elements
for a number of obvious reasons. So too, if comparative law were to play a key role in the
curriculum, the understanding is that we would also need to promote the teaching and
learning of such subjects as legal history and jurisprudence, because these topics are inter-
connected to a considerable degree and because one would probably promote the idea of
having a global law curriculumwhich is not exclusively normative in nature.44Additionally,
comparative law should be at the core of the global law element by reason of the fact that
such a subject would ‘equip [students] with academic tools sharp enough to model the future
of global societies’45.
Conversely, as Örücü has argued, a ‘Global Law School’ could promote the teaching of
comparative law in that the subject would effectively deal with the changes which arose out
of globalisation and trade liberalisation.46 But we are reminded that our new model of legal
education should not be exclusively geared towards practitioners.47 All in all, a global
model of education should probably go beyond law, for if we are to provide our students
with cosmopolitan values, we would probably have to encourage them to study such variable
subjects as sociology, anthropology, politics, economics and foreign languages48.49 In
practical terms, the global element of a law curriculum would be universalist in nature.
Rationale Behind a more Internationalised Law Curriculum
One must listen carefully to the voices of the spirit of our times (Zeitgeist). Our picture of
the world is one that is dictated (and rightly so) by ecumenical beliefs and aspirations. Nation-
orientated agendas seem to be on the retreat. Obviously, the law school has to re-adapt to
this new global environment, for as it has been rightly suggested, we [in the law school]
teach intensively jurisdictional law for three or four years, then deal with globalisation and
globalised law in brief special courses…’50. So too in the discipline of law one cannot ignore
that ‘[t]oday law is prepared, made and developed to a great extent on an international and
44 E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 68.
45 G Moens in his capacity as General Rapporteur for the topic IC at the XVI Congress of Comparative Law in
Brisbane in 2002, as quoted in E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers,
Leiden/Boston 2004) 69.
46 EÖrücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 70. The European
Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the Global Law School Programme in New York University are interesting
examples promoting the further internationalisation of studies.
47 E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 74.
48One is reminded that ‘knowing foreign law means crossing the linguistic barrier’: DJ Gerber, ‘Globalisation and
Legal Education: Implications for Comparative Law’ (2000-2001) 75 TLR 949, 967.
49 E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 74.
50 P Maharg, Transforming Legal Education (Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot 2007) 4.
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even global level’.51 This is true, despite the fact that there is a world of local lawyers catering
for local needs.52
Global business and the corresponding global legal practice have been greatly facilitated
by the advancements of technology.53 In turn the expectation would be that lawyers are
educated through a globalised legal curriculum. This is hardly the case, when one observes
various educational systems around the world. At the same time, one cannot escape the ob-
servation that the environment in which we live is one of globalisation and law may indeed
by affected by such environment to a certain degree.54 Consequently, the first basis of our
national law element is the very environment of the current state of affairs, the environment
of globalisation. It is expected that many aspects of Higher Education will change due to
globalisation.55 However, the full impact of globalisation for the teaching of law has not yet
been fully appreciated.56
At the same time, we observe a number of other remarkable phenomena such as the largely
effective abolition of restraints on the movement of lawyers in Europe.57 Such developments
would be considered close to unthinkable some decades ago, albeit in the limited legal envir-
onment of Europe. Nonetheless, the situation in this respective area is not as appealing in
other parts of the world; thus, one must bear in mind that citizenship barriers, the prohibition
of multiple establishments58 and indeed the language barrier all act as obstacles in the provi-
sion of truly international legal services. Above all, however, it is the fact that legal systems
around the world tend to have divergent regimes of law.59 For this reason harmonisation of
national laws is generally perceived as a positive phenomenon, which is welcome by jurists
around the world.60At the same time, academics must ensure that this law convergence/har-
monisationmovement around the world is observed and preserved. To observe this movement
our lawyers have to be aware of the existence of uniform legal standards,61 whereas to pre-
serve the momentum of this movement our lawyers have to perceive law as an exercise with
an international dimension (as opposed to perceiving it as an exercise with a stronger domestic
character). For these two points to be achieved we require a re-alignment of the current law
curriculum at undergraduate level, a re-alignment which will make our law students perceive
the matter under a more cosmopolitan ethos. We, in the modern law school, should become
51 J Drollshammer and M Pfeifer, ‘Introduction: On the Way to a Globalized Practice of Law!?’ in J Drollshammer
and M Pfeifer (eds), The Internationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Boston/New York 2001)
15-16.
52 J Drollshammer and M Pfeifer, ‘Introduction: On the Way to a Globalized Practice of Law!?’ in J Drollshammer
and M Pfeifer (eds), The Internationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Boston/New York 2001)
21.
53 J Drollshammer and M Pfeifer (eds), The Internationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Bo-
ston/New York 2001) 5.
54 DF Vagts, ‘The Impact of Globalization on Legal Education’ in J Drollshammer and M Pfeifer (eds), The Inter-
nationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Boston/New York 2001) 31.
55 P Maharg, Transforming Legal Education (Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot 2007) 6.
56 E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 69.
57 DF Vagts, ‘The Impact of Globalization on Legal Education’ in J Drollshammer and M Pfeifer (eds), The Inter-
nationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Boston/New York 2001) 35.
58H van Houtte and PWautelet, ‘International Lawyers and Uniform Law’ in J Drollshammer and M Pfeifer (eds),
The Internationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Boston/New York 2001) 89.
59 H van Houtte and P Wautelet, op.cit., n 58, 90.
60 H van Houtte and P Wautelet, op.cit., n 58, 91.
61 H van Houtte and P Wautelet, op.cit., n 58, 103.
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aware that our agenda has to be re-arranged towards equipping our students with a more in-
ternational perspective62 and towards preparing them for an increasingly uncertain and
globalised environment.63 Such an approach would open the doors to a whole new set of
parameters that would have to be arranged: an approach which would offer inter- and trans-
disciplinary education fostering perspectives of ‘intercultural fluency’64; assessment which
would be fit for purpose;65 reinforcement of a normative but at the same time pragmatic
approach to law66 and further support to teaching and learning67.
It has been argued that legal education allows us to glimpse the future of the society.68 If
this is the case, we should then see the law school as a promoter of a more globalised society;
not as an impediment to the formulation of such a society. Any other approach would be
reprehensible on the face of the globalisation movement and on the face of the cosmopolitan
ethos which should govern the approach of our future lawyers for the reasons explained
above.
Our attempts must be geared towards making the world of our law learners richer, more
meaningful.69 To do so, as Maharg rightly suggests, our interpretation of knowledge should
be one that sees learning as a transaction (acquisition, coordination and practice of habits).70
Then, learning in the law school will not be the mere acquisition of knowledge;71 learning
will then be the understanding of universal ideals, ideals and concepts. This, of course, will
only be achieved through a more internationalised curriculum and by the parallel promotion
of a more cosmopolitan ethos in our approach.
Comparative Law as Promoter of a Cosmopolitan Ethos
How then do we instil such a cosmopolitan ethos in today’s law students and tomorrow’s
lawyers? Comparative law lies at the centre of our analysis here. The subject promotes the
idea of a cosmopolitan ethos by promoting globalised teaching, by providing a denationalised
understanding of law and by overcoming localism and positivism.72 However, there is a
clear paradox in relation to the subject of comparative law: on the one hand, little first class
legal research can be conducted without it; on the other hand, the subject is generally neglected
in themodern law school73. The subject is recognised as important but somehow not important
enough.
Nonetheless, Merryman said it all by the following: ‘Suppose I were to say: Lawyers are
professionally parochial, limited by their national legal systems that stop at the border.
62 J Webb, ‘A World Class Legal Education?’ (Spring 2009) Directions in legal education 2.
63 Ibid.
64 Ibid.
65 Ibid.
66 Ibid.
67 Ibid.
68 JH Merryman, ‘Legal Education There and Here’ (1975) 27 StanLRev 859 as quoted in A Boon and J Webb,
‘Legal Education and Training in England and Wales: Back to the Future?’ (2008) 58 JLegEd 79.
69 P Maharg, Transforming Legal Education (Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot 2007) 11.
70 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
72 E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 73.
73 PLMurray and J Drollshammer, ‘The Education and Training of a New International Lawyer’ in J Drollshammer
and M Pfeifer (eds), The Internationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Boston/New York 2001)
304.
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Comparative law is 74 our effort to be cosmopolitan. A start, but it needs work 75‘. The
subject of comparative law has been interestingly described as an ‘esoteric international
subject’76 and it is conventionally defined as that branch of legal science in which law itself
is its subject matter, whereas comparison is its process.77 Its value of which is now widely
felt throughout legal research, practice, lawmaking and education.
In comparative law our ideas for a global law curriculum or, if you prefer, for a more in-
ternationalised approach in the discipline of law are not the result of either leftist or rightist
ideas. Our ideas are the result of universalism. This despite the fact that internationalism as
a movement may be perceived as mix ofMarxian-internationalist ideas and global capitalism
perspectives.78 In other words, the cosmopolitan ethos which is advocated herein comes in
direct agreement with the convergence thesis. This thesis is gaining momentum in the dis-
cipline and especially in the European branch of our discipline.79
Comparative law drives the agenda for a cosmopolitan legal ethos amongst law students
and lawyers alike. Unfortunately, the discipline of law is a conservative one and one must
also state there is always that primeval fear for the unknown,80 something which is in any
case infiltrated in the human nature itself. At the same time, we are to instil into our students
the notion of inter-cultural fluency81, as stated above in our analysis. This is an onerous task,
for as Gerber argued ‘intercultural communication is a complicated process under the best
of circumstances’82. Nor should there be an ‘illusion of ease’ as he puts it.83 However, we
in the discipline of law must try; we must not fail the expectations of Academia, the world
society and indeed the expectations of our future lawyers.
Comparative law offers the key to a more ecumenical type of legal education. At this point
let us bear in mind that the younger generation of lawyers will be (and are) faced with un-
parelleled ‘internationalisation’ of legal life.84 Our subject then provides our ‘students with
a map of the legal universe in which they will have to work’85. But it is also most useful as
a subject in its practical application, i.e. most of the leading employers in law these days
would prefer graduates who would be aware of foreign law and systems. Accordingly, the
74 Emphasis added.
75 JHMerryman, The Loneliness of the Comparative Lawyer (Kluwer Law International, the Hague/London/Boston
1999) 10.
76 J Drollshammer and M Pfeifer (eds), The Internationalization of the Practice of Law (Kluwer, the Hague/Bo-
ston/New York 2001) 10.
77 K Zweigert and H Kötz, An Introduction to Comparative Law (3rd edn Oxford University Press, Oxford 1998)
2.
78 W Twining, ‘A Cosmopolitan Discipline? Some Implications of ‘Globalisation’ for Legal Education’ (2001) 1
JCLLE 15.
79 W Twining, ‘A Cosmopolitan Discipline? Some Implications of ‘Globalisation’ for Legal Education’ (2001) 1
JCLLE 17.
80 E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 65.
81 J Webb, ‘A World Class Legal Education?’ (Spring 2009) Directions in legal education 2.
82 DJ Gerber, ‘Globalisation and Legal Education: Implications for Comparative Law’ (2000-2001) 75 TLR 949,
957.
83 DJ Gerber, ‘Globalisation and Legal Education: Implications for Comparative Law’ (2000-2001) 75 TLR 949,
969.
84 K Zweigert and H Kötz, An Introduction to Comparative Law (3rd edn Oxford University Press, Oxford 1998)
21.
85 M Reimann, ‘Beyond National Legal Systems: A Comparative Law for the International Age’ (2001) 75 TLR
1113.
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cosmopolitan ethos operates at two levels: first, at the level of normative enquiry86 (in that
we detect solutions from other legal systems) and second, at the level of jurisprudential en-
quiry87 (in that we observe the generally accepted fact that different legal systems may op-
erate under slightly or not so slightly different methods only to reach similar results88).
Certainly there are different schools of thought in the teaching of comparative law. For
instance, there are those who argue that the subject offers or should offer more of a compar-
ative jurisprudence approach,89whereas others would argue that the subject could be reduced
to the level of basic legal education only90. One way or the other, the question is not how
the subject of comparative law will be taught but rather whether the topic of comparative
law will have to be taught. The answer here is certainly in the affirmative. The reason for
this is that comparative law explores different cultures, histories, mentalities, societies and
legal systems.91 This being the case, one cannot overstate the fact that comparative law is a
subject which makes the law students learn and think (rather than just learn). It goes without
saying then that the subject is a sine qua non of any modern law curriculum. Accordingly,
‘[our] [s]tudents [in the modern law school] are not empty vessels to be filled with
facts, but active human beings whose natural curiosity wemust harvest. Most important,
we need to redefine our jobs. We academics are not here to teach students, but to show
them how to learn’92
It has been argued elsewhere that comparative law should in any case be part and parcel of
the law degree curriculum; that it should be a core module.93 What is more, comparative
law enables us to make our students learn and think in a cosmopolitan fashion. If we amal-
gamate the above two arguments, the safe conclusion which one readily reaches is that if
comparative law should be a core subject in any law curriculum, then one needs not further
argue why comparative law should be a core subject in a global law curriculum.
Above all, there is an element of freedom that a cosmopolitan subject such as comparative
law offers to the modern law student. That element of freedom or the ‘gift of freedom’94, as
Kahn-Freund once argued, is key to creating personalities that will have a holistic understand-
ing of what we call ‘law’. Law is not only about teaching and learning the law of obligations,
criminal law or constitutional law to our students, to name a few of the substantive law
subjects. At its core, law is an enabling device. This device, called ‘law’, structures whole
legal orders and systems, governs societies and indeed the lives of people (for better or
worse). Now let us ask ourselves: Do we want these orders, systems and societies to be in-
86 Ibid.
87 Ibid.
88 K Zweigert and H Kötz, An Introduction to Comparative Law (3rd edn Oxford University Press, Oxford 1998)
40. It has to be noted that this presumption (known as presumptio similitudinis) is not one that is beyond dispute.
Thus, as Kötz himself has argued, this is ‘a rebuttable presumption, and rebutted it must be when there is evidence
for doing so’ (see H Kötz, ‘The Trento Project and its Contribution to the Europeanization of Private Law’ in M
Bussani and U Mattei (eds), The Common Core of European Private Law (Kluwer Law International, the Hag-
ue/London/New York 2003) 212.
89 E Örücü, The Enigma of Comparative Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, Leiden/Boston 2004) 66.
90 E Örücü, op.cit., n 89, 74.
91 E Örücü, op.cit., n 89, 66.
92 S Schwartz (2002) ‘Show them how to learn’ Guardian October 29.
93 G Samuel, ‘Comparative Law as a Core Subject’ (2001) 21 LS 444.
94 O Kahn-Freund, ‘Comparative Law as an Academic Subject’ (1966) 82 LQR 40, 41.
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filtrated by lawyers who are aware of the fact that our world is becoming a smaller place or
by lawyers who perceive the world as one of jurisdictions surrounded by ideological walls?
One understands the point that law is a subject which is related to legal practice; yet, it
has also to be understood that legal education is not just to reflect legal practice.95 An ap-
proach to a more legal-practice education would echo the old question of whether society
affects the law in a sense.96
A law student with a cosmopolitan education under a global law curriculum will be a
student that is able to think. Our main purpose, therefore, is to lead the students in the modern
law school to a direction where syllogisms (rules acting as the major premise and facts acting
as the minor premise)97 are as important as interpretation and argument. Maybe then syllo-
gisms should be taught under the classical approaches in legal theory and reasoning,
whereas interpretations and argument should be learnt under a comparative law approach
so that approaches in other parts of the world are appreciated.
Our future lawyers then will be academic citizens who will not act as legal automata. The
purpose is rather to create personalities that think in a cosmopolitan fashion being able to
reason on the law rather than learn the law alone.98 These will be personalities that are not
trained for hierarchy99, as Kennedy put it; but rather these will be personalities that will have
been formed by the fact that they will be free academic spirits.
Conclusion
‘ The flight into tradition, out of a combination of humility and presumption, can bring
about nothing in itself other than self-deception and blindness in relation to the histor-
ical moment’. 100
The historical moment for a global law curriculum is here with us. Most of us in the modern
law school seem to either neglect the fact that this moment is here with us or be simply un-
aware of the fact. Either way we are somehow found morally guilty of not observing the
spirit of our times. As has been explained in the introductory part of this work, the tradition-
alist forces of introversion and national law school curricula around the world should retreat.
Law in its approach seems to be out of tune with world developments. Maybe then Mer-
ryman’s powerful idea that through the law school we can get a glimpse of the future of our
society could be perceived as somewhat optimistic. Law is important but it may not be that
important as we lawyers would like to see it. One thing is certain: the time is right for law
schools around the world to seriously evaluate now whether the discipline is in need of re-
aligning its curricula by promoting a more cosmopolitan ethos, an ethos which will be directly
95 P Maharg, Transforming Legal Education (Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot 2007) 97.
96 Ibid.
97 G Samuel, ‘Comparative Law as a Core Subject’ (2001) 21 LS 449.
98 P Levin, Letter, Times Higher Education Supplement, 3 November 2000, p 17 as quoted in G Samuel, op. cit.,
n 97, 450.
99 D Kennedy, ‘Legal Education as Training for Hierarchy’ in D Kairys (ed), The Politics of Law: A Progressive
Critique (3rd edn Basic Books, New York 1998) 54-75. Cf. R Shain, ‘Legal Education and Hierarchy: A Reply to
Duncan Kennedy, available online. See R Shain, ‘Legal Education and Hierarchy: A Reply to Duncan Kennedy’
at http://www.lsus.edu/la/journals/ideology/contents/shain a rticle.htm#_ftn1 . Accessed on May 20, 2009.
100 M Heidegger, ‘The Age of the World Picture’ (1938) as reproduced in G Delanty and P Strydom (eds),
Philosophies of Social Science (Open University Press, Maidenhead 2003) 151.
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compatible with the spirit of our times, the world picture of our times. Like Themis, the
blind Goddess of Justice, we lawyers may be blind in not being able to see but we should at
the very least be able to listen to those voices of change which call us from all sorts of dif-
ferent directions (epistemology, economics, politics, sociology) to change. To paraphrase
Kazantzakis, if law schools are not able to change the world (or indeed able to follow the
changes occurring around the world), then we, in the discipline of law, should at least change
the spectacles through which we see the world. These spectacles then should make us see a
more cosmopolitan ethos in our approach, something of which our discipline is in need.
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